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The Book of the Elephant Part I by Chris Lites



In the dangerous and lurid streets of Shadizar, a treasure has emerged. Years ago a young barbarian thief infiltrated the mysterious Tower of the Elephant and destroyed it in a single night, but something has survived: The Book of the Elephant. Some claim it is a book of demon-tutored spells, while others say it leads to a fabulous treasure lost down eons forgotten by men. Whatever it is, the avaricious heart of the wicked city has been roused by it. Now, every cut-purse, power-drunk noble and lotus eating zealot wants to get their hands on such boundless power and wealth. They have come to a place of unparalleled greed, ancient mystery and devilish power. The Book of the Elephant represents all three lusts, but who will obtain it and what price will they have to pay? This scenario is a Conan RPG adventure for four to six 3rd –level player characters, although it may be adapted to other level parties by using the “Scaling the Adventure” sidebar. Standard Preparation Welcome to Hyboria! As the GM you should read this entire adventure at least once before you run your game. Be sure to familiarize yourself with any special rules, new monsters, new magic or equipment presented in the adventure. It may help to highlight particularly important passages or write notes in the side margins. When you run a Conan® RPG adventure we assume that you have access to the Conan the RolePlaying Game book. Material from the Scrolls of Skelos, Pirate Isles or Road of Kings products by Mongoose Publishing; or from other



Conan materials will be specially noted. In regards to formatting of this adventure, readaloud text for the players is set aside in ITALICS or in boxes and the Games Master (GM) text will be directly beneath that. If you paraphrase the read-aloud text, be sure not to miss any important points. Any questions or suggestions for improvement of this scenario can be sent to the author via EMAIL, as indicated on the front of the scenario. Special Preparation Familiarity with the original Robert E. Howard story, The Tower of the Elephant is essential. This scenario also relies on Shadizar : The Wicked City Boxed Set.



Scenario Background Some years ago a barbarian thief sought to loot The Tower of the Elephant in Arenjun. This was of course Conan and the full tale can be read in the classic Robert E. Howard story of the same name. How long ago this took place is up to the GM. What is important is that The Tower of the Elephant was destroyed and all knowledge therein thought lost. However, it was not all lost. After Conan left the tower in ruins, something survived; a strange crystal, which was taken by a scavenging thief. What became of him is unknown, though many say he went mad. He too disappeared into story and the book was lost again. The crystal has since become known as The Book of the Elephant, for it stores information in a visual form as would a book store text. Contained inside the crystal are the dark secrets of Yara



the Priest and the memories of his tortured prisoner, Yag Kosha, the ancient being from the planet Yag. The Book of the Elephant has surfaced again and is on its way to Shadizar the Wicked where the bulk of the adventure takes place. Within Shadizar, several factions seek to possess the book for their own ends and the Player Characters become embroiled in the middle, facing a noble house set against the king, wicked thieves and a strange and decadent new cult. Uncounted eons ago, Yag Kosha of the Planet Yag, came with his people to Earth. This was long before the rise of humanity in a time that has faded into the collective amnesia of the race. Yet Yag and his elephant headed aliens from the Outer Dark did come and lived here on Earth for thousands of human generations. Eventually they became worshipped by the Yellow Priests of Khitai until only one, Yag Kosha, remained. His fate is chronicled in the Robert E, Howard original story, which is essential reading for any GM running this adventure. During his imprisonment in the tower, Yag Kosha was forced to perform many magics for High Priest Yara. However, Yag Kosha secretly kept a record of his life and memory in the form of a powerful emerald in which he placed his memories. In this rare stone, he sought preserve the knowledge of his people and himself through the eons so that their existence would not vanish with his own withering form. What is not widely known is that the men who worshipped the exiles of Yag had
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among them a splinter faction who preached that the real gods were not the exiled rebels but the Kings of Yag themselves. These men eventually broke off into their own cult, perverting and misusing the sorceries taught to them by the rebels Lung Wu, a Khitan Priest of the Cult of Yag, seeks to find The Book of the Elephant. It is his belief that he may use the memories of Yag Kosha contained therein to find the actual location of the planet Yag and call forth his dark gods from their home world so that they might remake and rule the Earth. The eventual answers to this mystery are not in the purview of this initial adventure and can be left to the GM to flesh out. However, suggestions for further plot developments are included in the appendix should any GM wish to expand the adventure into a campaign centring around The Kings of Yag and their human followers. Lung Wu is the chief adversary the PCs will face in this adventure. He is from Khitai and if that were that not enough to make him strange to Western Hyborians, he is also the leader of a new cult in Shadizar dedicated to the worship of the Kings of Yag. Such alien fealty as he has rendered to these beings from the rim of the Outer Dark has driven him to strange philosophies and made his mind unknowable to most rational men. Many would call him mad but he is not. He has merely come to see the world through other eyes. In addition to Lu Wong, the party will have to contend with a decadent noble family who seek to possess the book to use against Tiridates, King of Shadizar. They will likewise face the thieves who steal the book for this noble house. The histories of all these NPCs and more, are outlined further in the adventure.



Adventure Synopsis The Book of the Elephant is a mostly non-linear adventure. The party is presented with a situation and has many options that they may pursue to resolve it. Only the initial encounter follows a linear path and may be omitted at the GM’s discretion. The GM can then substitute one of the alternate hooks listed or create a campaign specific one of his own. As written, the party has been hired by a merchant in a caravan who is headed to Shadizar from Numalia. The caravan route takes them through the Southern Karpash Mountains and across the Aranza desert where the adventure begins.



On route to Shadizar, in the Aranza desert, the caravan is ambushed by Zuagir nomads who are being led by an Aquilonian thief called Servius. He has hired the Zuagir specifically to steal an item that the caravan is transporting, the Book of the Elephant. The players, at this point, know only that something is being kept inside an iron box, which their employer, Elohan, values greatly. Fighting a pitched battle with Zuagir eventually results in the caravan’s defeat and the party is robbed of all weapons, valuables, food and water. This leaves them in the harsh desert, struggling to survive. As the caravan’s patron, Elohan, lies dying, he pleads with the party to warn his family that the theft of the iron box leaves them in grave danger. The party then follows the trail of Servius, the thief, through the Aranza desert and to Shadizar where they will exact their revenge and obtain The Book of the Elephant. Once inside Shadizar, the party has several options by which they can track down Servius and the Book of the Elephant. A possible progression of these investigations follows. The players contact Elohan’s family where they will learn that Elohan was transporting the Book of the Elephant for a new cult within Shadizar. Elohan’s brother, Eblis, will offer to retain their services to steal-back the book and exact revenge on the parties responsible for his brother’s death. The trail will then lead them to a Zamoran fence named Vakos, who brokered the theft. The party will find him celebrating the wealth his brokering of the Book has brought him at Suwong’s Brothel. He will reveal the whereabouts of Servius but before he can explain why the Book is important or who hired him to steal it, the party will be attacked by Grey Khitan Apes, directed by the strange
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pipe music of an unknown cultist. The Grey Apes abduct Vakos and a chase across the moonlit rooftops of Shadizar ensues. With the apes vanished into the night and with them the information as to who commissioned the theft, the players will be forced to seek out Servius himself. They will find him frequenting pit fighting games in The Maul and will question and possibly kill him for leaving them in the desert. This will lead the players to the estate of a Zamoran noble family, House Kasamir. Meanwhile, while all of the above is going on, the characters have drawn the attention of Aharesus, vizier to King Tiridates. Aharesus has dispatched one of his spies to keep tabs on the party and will eventually intercede with a proposition of his own in his efforts to obtain the book. Here they will encounter the ambitious matron of the family, Lady Agnessa, who has her son, Oleksander, earmarked for the throne of Zamora. They will learn that Oleksander’s sister, Oleysa, had infiltrated the Cult of Yag in order to make off with the Book so as to use it to further the family’s political aims. Yet now, as the party arrives at the estate, they find that the item they came to steal back has been stolen again in turn, and they must proceed to the Temple of Yag itself to confront the Khitan High Priest Lung Wu, whose mad plan is to draw forth the Ancient Kings of the Planet Yag through space and time itself. In the end, the players will have to prevent the fell priest’s scheme from succeeding or risk unleashing the wrath of The Kings of Yag, a power from the Outer Dark, upon all of Hyboria. The Book of the Elephant is fraught with danger, betrayals and a sinister secret out of time and space. During the course of the scenario the players will learn not only the



secrets of the original story, The Tower of the Elephant but also come to realize that the Kings of Yag, who exiled Yag Kosha and his rebel ilk to Earth, yet live on their home planet Yag which has begun to die. Thus the Kings have great motive and urgency to seek out the planet Earth and claim it as their own.



Adventure Hooks The adventure begins with the characters working for or travelling with a caravan coming from the West and heading to Shadizar the Wicked. What has led the characters to the caravan itself or Shadizar in particular is up to the GM and should, of course, be tailored for individual campaigns.



Any barbarian character’s code of honour will demand recompense in blood for the slight. Greed: The contents of the iron box are clearly the goal of the ambush and are therefore clearly valuable. Any characters who are poor (and after this, they will all be) will have ample motivation to pursue this treasure. Altruism: If there are any characters of honour and principle in the group, they may find the dying request of Elohan, the merchant, to be motivation to pursue the course of the adventure. As he lies dying from his wounds, Elohan will beg the PCs to travel to Shadizar and inform his family not merely of his fate but of a grave danger that now befalls them. For, in losing the precious cargo, Elohan has now earned the ire of the man who had commissioned him to bring it hence.



What is important is that the players are a part of the caravan led by a Shemite merchant named Elohan, which is headed to Shadizar. The path of the caravan will take the group through the Aranza Desert West of the city. There the caravan will be ambushed by Zuagir nomads led by the Aquilonian thief Servius.



These three motives are primal, adaptable and should provide the spark the characters need to stalk the trail left by Servius as he heads with his thieves to Shadizar the Wicked.



The GM may run the battle as he sees fit but the end result should leave the party stranded in the desert without weapons and without water. This should provide sufficient motivation for the party to get to the nearest city, Shadizar, in order to survive.



Should the GM wish to forgo the desert caravan and ambush scenario, he may easily design an alternate path by which the players are hired by any of the parties involved to retrieve the Book of the Elephant. Such a path could presuppose that the party of adventurers is already located in the city and thus circumvent the first initial encounter.



Further, after the battle, Servius and his Zuagirs loot the caravan, taking not only anything of value, but specifically a locked iron box, the contents of which the thief seems to singularly desire. In addition to survival, the players may at this point be motivated by: Revenge: A classic Conan trope, the characters have been robbed and left for dead in the open Aranza Desert.



However, in so doing, the ire which motivates the party to revenge themselves on those who have wronged them will likely be removed and a considerable amount of drama lost. Scaling the Adventure Ideally, this scenario’s challenges are designed for four to six characters of 3rd
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level. However, the following tips are handy for tailoring the adventure for other levels of characters: • The Book of the Elephant is a highly adaptable scenario as much of it relies on the players themselves investigating, role playing and finding creative ways to solve obstacles they encounter. • Scaling the encounters likely to result in combat should be a simple a matter of raising or lowering the number or strength of a given hostile encounter so as to match the necessary challenge level.



Players Introduction Hundreds of leagues have scrolled past as the caravan has made its way over the Southern Karpash Mountains, left behind now, on the horizon, like black and broken teeth. Elohan, a Shemite merchant, has hired you to accompany him on his trek to Shadizar the Wicked. That shining jewel of legend haunted Zamora lies across the hellish oven of the Aranza desert which now you traverse. Shadizar is a city of vice and thievery; malice and treachery, where a man can win a fortune as easy as he may lose his life and fate is dictated by a strong arm and an avaricious heart. You know little of Elohan, only that he lives in the dark and mysterious city and that he has been obsessed with a particular item in his possession. He has spent days fussing over it, tending to it and quelling a rampant paranoia that some thief has come in the night and absconded with it. It is an iron box, securely bound and buried under a host of furs and pelts in one of the wagons. What lies within none will say but rumours have flown across the campfires at night as to what demon’s work the Shemite merchant might carry to The Wicked City.



But rumour-mongering is not your business. You are, in your latest incarnations, merely sell-swords picking up money en route to Shadizar where you will no doubt spend it drinking and wenching, living only for the night and the bawdy laughter that accompanies the lives of adventurers and men of fortune. The GM should role play a day’s passage through the hot Aranza desert. A night of camping and story telling may be in order. The caravan has good Kothian wine and some of the merchants have made it available to sellswords such as the players. At some point the subject of what is inside the box should come up. If the party seeks to look inside, be advised that Elohan never lets it out of sight and he has a personal body guard who also watches over it. If pressed, Elohan will give up only that it was something that he acquired from a thief gone mad in the city of Numalia. What drove the thief mad he will decline to speculate? Besides, the PCs are not being paid to ask questions. Treat the body guard as a Typical Royal Guard from page 17 of Dark Dens of Iniquity. Tarsus Medium Humanoid Zamorian Soldier 6; HD: 6d10+12 (45 hp); Init: +3, SPD: 25 ft.; Dodge DV : 14; Parry DV: 17; DR: 11; BAB/Grp: +6/+8; Atk: Bill +8; or short sword +8 melee; Full Atk: Bill +8/+3 melee: pr short sword +8/+3 melee; DMG: Bill 2d8+3/ x3/AP 9, or short sword 1d8+2/19-20 x2/AP 3 Once the day has passed lead into the next encounter in which the party is ambushed.



Encounter One: War in the Sun Under the oppressive heat of the Zamoran sun the caravan trudges through the unforgiving desert. This place is like unto the hell of demons, nary a drop of water nor creature in sight. It is a place of bones bleached and scoured by the sand and of loneliness and death. The dunes all around you blur as they meet the sky, the flame-like air distorting them in the eye. They twist and move as you pass them, until suddenly, you aware that it is no mere trick of the light. The dunes themselves are bursting forth! From well concealed trenches, Zuagir nomads are pouring forth! Their tulwars glitter with menace and their eyes are a fury of balefire; it is an ambush, man against man in a bloody melee under the uncaring eye of the sun! Elohan and caravan are about to be attacked by Zuagir raiders led by the aforementioned Aquilonian thief, Servius and his cohorts. The GM may allow a DC 18 spot check for the PCs to remain unsurprised in the first round of combat. The PCs have scant moments to prepare a defence against the closing circle of Zuagir riders who charge from the dunes at them. They are outnumbered and encircled. Elohan will panic while Tarsus orders the men to fight on bravely against the onslaught. “No room in Arallu for the weak!” Elohan is a 6th level merchant as listed in Secrets of the Streets on page 7. Caravan Guards (Medium-Size Humanoid) 2nd Lvl Soldiers (10): hp 15; Init: +2; PARRY DV 12; Dodge: 12; Fort +4 Ref +2 Will +0; Attack: Longsword or dagger +4 melee, +2 dmg.
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Zuagir Raiders (Medium-Size Humanoid) 2nd Level Nomds (30): hp 17, 16, 12, 9; Init: +1; Parry 14; Dodge 14; Fort +4 Ref +1 Will +0; Attack: Tulwar +3 melee, +2 dmg; Ranged : Shemite Bow +4, 1d10 dmg, Crit x3 The raiders have been hired by Servius and his men and brought up through Koth to hit this caravan. The goal of the raid is the iron box, which contains The Book of the Elephant but the entire caravan will be looted. The character’s should be allowed to play out the encounter in any way they see fit but ultimately this is simply not a battle that they are going to win. The GM may, at his or her discretion, throw a handful of lower level raiders at the party to provide a satisfying beginning of mayhem and Hyborian bloodshed but the vast numbers will eventually catch up with them.



ruthless efficiency of those modern nomads such as the Bedouin. They are masters of the desert and masters of ambush. They hit fast, rising up out of a quiet desert like a sandstorm and leave their prey devastated. They disappear as quickly as they appeared and vanish into the horizon. Anyone trying to escape the ambush will be pursued as Servius and the Zuagirs do not know where the box is when the attack begins. The characters, having been defeated by Servius and the Zuagir nomads, will be lined up with any other survivors and stripped of all valuables including food and water.



For purposes of play, the Zuagir raiders may have an unlimited supply of men.



Servius will explain that, while he may be a thief, he is not a butcher and will therefore: “Let fate decide whether they live or die according to the whims of the desert winds and their gods who master them.”



If the PCs manage to defeat the raiders then the GM will need to use an alternate method of getting the player’s drawn into the adventure later.



He will then leave along with his minions and the Zuagir. They will later split; the Zuagir having no desire to approach the city and its civilized privations.



Servius will not quit; he will persist in further attempts to obtain the book. He may bribe the gate guards at the West gate to search and seize the cargo he wanted or he may simply wait for the caravan to enter the city and steal it. Either is possible but is not the most advantageous to him. He knows that there is another group and a cult at that, that is supposed to take possession of the book and he wants to lay his hands on it long before it reaches the city.



The PC’s may track either party.



The Zuagir raiders are clothed in desert fashion and armed for guerilla operations. They typify the



Tracking the Zuagir is a difficulty Survival 20 check that will increase to a 25 as the Zuagirs press further south toward Koth. It is nearly impossible to track them in the open desert as the shifting winds scatter any signs of passage.



To a thirsty man the very sand sparkles like an oasis on the horizon. The heat is relentless, the combined fury of all the fires of Arralu bear down from the sun. Surely the ire of the gods does not burn so. Even the carrion that whirls above in slow circles are mocking you, waiting for the first to fall. This is no place for men, nor beasts, nor anything but the howling winds which scour this land. Lodged in the throat are particles of dust kicked up by the desert so that the very act of breathing feels like grimly imagined tortures and every step makes one curse their birth. In every direction there is nothing but desolation, barren of all structure, barren of all hope. The PC’s must make Survival checks to find water. It will take three days to reach the outskirts of the grasslands that border Shadizar, until then the PCs are trapped in the desert. Survival checks are made with a DC 16. Each successful check finds enough water for one man, for one day. Each day without water will cause STR and CON loss of 1D6. A day with half water will halve the STR and CON loss. GMs must play up the danger and the oppressive fear of being trapped alone against such forces of nature. The players should come out realizing that armed men and demons are not the only thing to fear in the savage Hyborian age.



Tracking Servius is a DC 15 Survival check. He is heading to Shadizar.



If they opt to remain stationary and wait for another caravan, the party must be reminded that none is likely to come for some time.



The PC’s are now alone in the desert and in genuine danger from the terrain.



On the third or fourth day, depending on speed, the players will reach the West Gate of Shadizar.
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Encounter Two: Welcome to Shadizar



Encounter Three: A Retched Hive of Scum Against the blue mantle of the sky, the spires and gold topped and Villainy minarets of Shadizar the Wicked gleam like rare gems. Beyond the walls lies civilization, nearly forgotten in the wastes behind. The site of the city is lurid, tempting and desperately welcome. Outside the West Gate filter the dispossessed, the sell swords and the desperate. Those who did not fare well within the Zamoran jewel have their heads impaled on pikes which line the road inside and serve as reminder to anyone foolish enough to disobey the will of King Tirdates. Desiccated flesh, even now being plucked by vultures, dead eyes and open mouths captured in their final horrors greet you.



The alleys torque like strange arteries. Filth and mud is flung from windows without care and into the fetid streets where whores and cut-throats lurk. The smells of boiling stews waft from the ale houses on the wine-drunk voices of mercenaries. The sounds of lascivious women spill laughter from the shadows like the jingle of coins.



The PCs have finally reached civilization but must face yet another obstacle: the soldiers guarding the West Gate are demanding taxes to enter.



You have come to a world of splendorous towers etched against the blank curtain of sky. Welcome to Shadizar, a city of strange sorceries, unimaginable vice and the decadent fanes of time-ravaged gods. Promises, both obscene and sublime, have drawn you but this is no a place for the faint of heart. Cowardly men sink and are left behind, like the old and infirm amidst a breaking ship. No pity, no remorse, and no quarter will be given here.



The PCs can try and bluff their way through or they may try and filch a purse from another going inside. They may also opt to wait and scale the walls by night.



As this portion of the adventure is a matrix style plot, the players have many options open to them. Depending on their motives, the players may do any number of things.



The guards themselves have no pity and may even laugh at the character’s state of impoverishment and desperation.



Among the likely courses they may pursue are the following:



The guards are demanding one silver per person to enter. They may be Bluffed or possibly Intimidated but the there is a circumstance penalty of –5 due to the appearance of dire beggars the PCs give. If they come up with a sufficiently good story, this –5 may be lifted at the GM’s discretion.



The Players may first elect to secure weapons and/ or money if they have not already done so. They may attempt to filch coins from passers by or go to a tavern that provides opportunities for fleecing a crowd. If the PC’s elect to go to a tavern, the GM may use The House of Suwong in The Maul. It can be found on page 45 of The Game Master’s Guide. The GM may proceed to encounter 5 or one may want to wait before giving the player’s access to Vakos as, at this point, they do not yet know who he is.



The Zamoran soldier’s stats can be taken from Sample Zamorian Soldier stats on page 33 of the Shadizar Games Master’s Guide.



The PCs may decide to find Elohan’s family. Finding one merchant among a city full of them may be difficult without money as nearly everyone in Shadizar expects something in return for information. If the players are bristling under the difficulty the GM may elect to give them a break and have the information dispensed freely. However remember, Shadizar is supposed to be an unforgiving town and this adventure provides an introduction to the cut-throat and decadent nature of civilization in Howard’s Hyboria. Remember how Conan was welcomed to civilization, after all. When the PCs find Elohan’s home, proceed to encounter 8. They PCs are working against a Gather Information check of DC 17 with silver and a DC of 20 without. The PCs may elect to skip Elohan entirely and instead look for Servius and his thieves. His henchmen may have spilled his name during their initial encounter in the desert at the GMs discretion. Again, finding one thief in a city of cut-purses is going to be difficult. The PCs again must make a Gather Information check of 18 with silver. Without silver, no one is likely to give up a fellow thief, treat it as a DC 25 or simply as impossibility without any sort of favour trading. Loose talk such as that finds a man with his throat cut in some Maul alleyway. The PCs may resort to more aggressive forms of interrogation once they spy an NPC who likely has the information they desire. A third option is for the PCs to attempt to earn money at The Pit of Arallu, Encounter 6. There they can run into Servius if the GM wishes or he may hold off until the PCs have done due investigative diligence by speaking with Vakos, as Vakos is the only person who leads directly to Servius. If the PCs are at a loss as to how to proceed they may be approached by Khalid the beggar orphan in Encounter 4.
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Encounters in The Maul The following encounters take place in The Maul district of Shadizar. The GM may reference Shadizar the Wicked for any information he or she feels necessary to augment these encounters.



Khalid, a street-wise youth, is still just a boy and may attach himself to one of the male characters as a kind of paternal figure, should his charisma be high enough. If he finds such a player in the group, he will be willing to aid them for free (though The Beggar King, Hagag, will have other ideas.)



The following encounters are broken down by their location in the city districts of Shadizar and may thus be played in the order determined by your players. Additionally, several encounters are triggered by events or at the discretion of the GM.



Khalid can be Bluffed and/or Intimidated but, being a street-kid, he is not easily impressed or tricked. Treat any attempt to coerce information out of him as a DC 18.



Encounter Four: Dust - The Maul



If the PCs convince Khalid to help them, he will take them to Hagag the Beggar King. Hagag is a professional beggar; his position as their “king” is in fact quite highly regarded among his ilk.



Ask the



Amidst the sweltering crowd of outcasts and lepers who swarm The Maul like an infestation lay the beggar class. They are scarcely noticed by the predators whose eyes dart furtively for any opportunity toward larceny and hired murder; these grim faced souls eke out a slim existence on the margins of a district already ignored by many. Among them are a horde of urchins, children, orphans and foundlings who have taken to the streets to ply their nimble fingers both in prostration and pick-pocketing. These dirty boys and girls are the invisible eyes and ears of Shadizar, swarming foreigners and natives alike with their dirty paws and open, hungry mouths. The Dust (see page 42, Game Master’s Guide) are indeed the invisible intelligence agents of Shadizar. They are small and overlooked by the power players, thieves and nobles and as such, often come across all manner of information. Should the players choose to seek them out, they will encounter Khalid, a young Turanian orphan who can provide them with information which will lead them to Vakos the Fence.



Khalid unfastens a sewer grating that leads below. You follow down fetid tunnels with too many turns to count, through the intestinal-like tracts of Shadizar’s underbelly. Finally you emerge into the deeper tunnels hewn out by the ancient Zhemri and used as catacombs. Few bones remain ensconced now, only the occasional femur or misplaced jaw. Khalid leads you into another chamber where a throne of bones has been erected, held together by a yellowing resin. On it, sits Hagag, The Beggar King. Rats scurry over both the throne and his own skeletal frame, One of Hagag’s eye is but a missing socket, rimmed with red scar-tissue. His face is wan, his one good eye flickering in the candle light, his skin as waxy as the tallow that melts around him. A rat scurries down one arm and into the palm of his hand like a faithful pet. Hagag serves as a kind of Fagin to the street youths and a vizier to the poor and distraught. However, he is not quite sane, years of a street life have left him skeletal, thin to the point of vanishing and he lost an eye to a disease years ago. He twitches involuntarily when he talks and often speaks in cryptic metaphors.



Yet he is wise, informed and ultimately helpful for the PCs if they can convince him to give over his information. Treat any attempts to Intimidate him or Bluff him as DC 25 checks. Hagag the Beggar King, 6th Level Robber, 39 Hp, see page 23 of The Game Master’s Guide. What Hagag Knows: Hagar knows that a new cult has come into Shadizar. It is said that behind their walls they erected their strange temple in a single night. The temple itself is unlike anything Shadizar the Wicked has seen before and Shadizar has seen a great deal. Hagag is aware that the merchant Elohan, who hired the players and was killed in the ambush, was contracted by this new Cult of Yag through Vakos the Fence. If pressed and suitably compensated in some fashion, Hagag will tell the PCs that Vakos frequents The House of Suwong a brothel located in The Maul. The House of Suwong is detailed below in Encounter 5.



Encounter Five: The House of Suwong - The Maul The smoke hangs over the common room like a strata of cloud. Wenches lay slung over their customers, whispering into their ears, laughing at their jokes, revelling at their tales of prowess both martial and salacious. Bare flesh in every flavour is on display, thin gossamer threads barely concealing wide, swinging hips and ample breasts. The brothel sweats with wine, lust and the fevered lotus dreams of those who frequent her. Behind the bar, a plump, aging Khitan woman, once a beauty, is fawned over by several of her whores and not a few of her customers. She is bedecked in the trinkets of a life spent as a seductress
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and engages the willing with adroit niceties and fascinating legends of the past. Suwong’s is a place of some renown in Shadizar. It has seen adventure, scandal and the daily grind of the commerce of flesh. Suwong herself knew Conan, though only by association through the treacherous wench Jenna. At the GMs discretion, Suwong herself may be regaling customers with tales of the barbarian king in his youth. In fact, Suwong herself knows something of the story of The Tower of the Elephant. She had heard the story from the mouth of the barbarian himself and can tell the PCs what she knows. Conan, as a young thief in The City of Thieves, penetrated the tower with another thief from Nemedia, the Prince of Thieves himself, Tauras. There, Tauras was killed and Conan claimed to have met an ancient being from the Outer Dark called Yag Kosha whom he stated had the body of a man and the head of an elephant. Some foul sorcery bound the creature to the tower but Conan, with a magic given him by the creature itself, defeated the fell priest Yara whose tower it was and escaped before it collapsed into scintillating shards of strange glass, brighter than any gem. Suwong herself is wary of the tale but freely passes it along. She expects the PCs to engage her women and will suggest that they leave should they decline. If they persist on going without entertaining one of her girls, she may summon her Shemite bouncers.



from Suwong’s stable and buying jacks of wine, she will entertain the PCs pursuit of Vakos but will not betray him as he is a client. However, listening to the lilting voices of the wenches across his lap or the men he gambles with will eventually bring his name to the player’s ear with a successful Listen check at DC 15. Vakos is seated with a whore strapped over his lap and a wine-jack in one hand. He is Zamorian by birth, duskyskinned and black haired. He is celebrating the money he has received for selling out Elohan in a drunken orgy of debauchery. He is dicing and drinking with two gamblers. However, the thief can handle his drink and he is here with two of his associates. He is difficult to Bluff and to Intimidate. The PCs are unlikely to have enough money to bribe him as he has just come in to a good deal.



If Vakos is forced into opening the box himself, he will do so in such a way that the cobra is released and throw the open box and snake, at the strongest looking PC. The cobra’s poison is deadly. If the PCs are poisoned they will have to force Vakos to give up an antidote. If he has escaped or been killed then they have a whole new sideadventure ahead of them this night unless they can find the antidote ( Search check DC 20.) Small Viper (1) HP 4, see page 304 of Conan RPG.



The best plan would be to observe him and waylay him later when he is thoroughly drunk and passed out or when he has taken one of the women (or two or three of them) home.



Vakos has 230 sp stashed in the lock-box plus 2D6 silver left after his night of revelry. His companions each have 1D6 sp on them.



Vakos: 6th Level Cutpurse, HP 27, see page 23 of The Game Master’s Guide for details.



Don’t miss the August Issue of S&P for Part Two of this Three Part Epic.



Vakos Associates: (2) 6th Level Robbers, HP 39 see same page as above.



Bouncers: (Medium Humanoid Barbarian 4/ Soldier 2) HP 45, (2 in number)



If the party manages to get the drop on Vakos they may catch him naked and unarmed with his wine drenched women. At this point, he will likely be intimidated enough to give up his employer, Lady Agnessa and the whereabouts of Servius. He further knows where to find Servius, the Aquilonian thief, in this case at The Pit of Arallu. See Encounter 6 for The Pit of Arallu.



Once again, nothing in Shadizar is free. If the PCs are entertaining women



Getting him to give up his money will be something else altogether. If threatened with death, Vakos will lead



Use the Sample Slave Warrior Stats on page 15 of Dens of Iniquity for the bouncers.



the PCs to his secret stash of money that is located in a lockbox in his home. However, the lockbox has a secret compartment inside it in which a deadly cobra lairs. If Vakos does not properly open the mechanism, then the compartment inside opens and the angered viper will strike anyone who opens the box. The trap is a DC 16 for a Find Traps check and a DC 16 to Disable.
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